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‘Face Value’ by Ian Andrew
A new force in Private Investigations. Kara Wright & Tien Tran are unlike any female
detectives that have gone before. One is ruthless, borderline psychopathic. The other, is
the conscience and restraint for both. Combat veterans of an elite intelligence unit, the
women now make their living working mostly the mundane, but just occasionally they
get to use all their former training.
When siblings Zoe and Michael Sterling insist that their middle-aged parents have gone
missing, Kara and Tien are at first sceptical and then quickly intrigued; the father, exintelligence analyst Chris Sterling, appears to be involved with an elusive Russian thug.
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Using less than orthodox methods and the services of ex-colleagues with highly
specialised talents, Wright & Tran take on the case. But the truth they uncover is far
from simple and will shake Zoe and Michael as much as it will challenge Tien and anger
Kara. Anger she can ill afford for she is being hunted by others for the killing of a street
predator who chose the wrong prey.
The only constant in this darkening world is that nothing and no one can be taken at
face value.
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Ian Andrew was born and raised in Northern Ireland, then joined the military at age
eighteen. An RAF Intelligence Officer, he served for twenty years before he relocated,
with his Australian wife, to the rural south-west of Western Australia and established a
successful management consultancy. Now, surrounded by a resident mob of kangaroos,
he runs an independent imprint assisting other authors achieve their publishing goals.
He is currently writing the next novel in the Wright & Tran detective series.
"In a market inundated with so many books, it is a relief to find an author who is more than just the
sum total of all his attributes – there is something prodigious, an elusive extra that makes his work
special [and] blessed with quite exceptional story-telling skills."
Elaine Fry - The West Australian
“Face Value … is so good that Mr Andrew has, for the last month, topped our crime fiction sellers
list. No mean feat considering he was up against Galbraith, Crais and Connolly’s new releases.”
Peta Semmens & Bob Lloyd - Barefoot Book, Western Australia
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